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left) Dr. Gatesi commencement speaker Ambassador Patricia 
Harris, former United States Ambassador to luxembourg, 
States alternate delegate to the United Nations, and professor 
at Howard UniversitYi and Eileen Robinson former president of 
who was graduated magna cum laude. 
HARRIS HONORS BEAVER 
as "a diplomat, lawyer, edu-
and champion of justice who 
the call to creative 
service at both the national 
international level", Ambassador 
Roberts Harris delivered the 
un.en<:enlerU address at graduation 
here on June 2. The title 
address w~s Appraising the 
Harris has a very im-
record. She graduated summa 
from Howard University 
a Bachelor of Arts degree. 
that she went to George Wash· 
University school of law 
she received a DOctor of Laws 
graduating with honors. She 
received two more DOctor 
of Laws degrees, one from Linden-
wood College and one from Morgan 
State College, and later went on to 
obtain a Doctor of Hebrew Literature 
from Miami University. 
Presently serving as the U.S. al· 
ternate delegate to the United Na· 
tions and professor of law at How-
ard University, Ambassador Harris 
was at one time U.S. Ambassador to 
Luxembourg. Some of her other 
credits inClude her roles as Assistant 
Director of the American Council on 
Human Rights, members of the Board 
of Governors of the Atlantic Institute, 
Delegate and Elector from the Dis-
trict of Columbia to the 1964 Demo· 
cratic Convention (seconding the 
nomination of President Johnson). 
HAZARDING NEW YORK ODYSSEY 
Wednesday, September 25, a 
take Beaver students to New 
for a day of museum touring 
viewing. The bus will leave 
at 8:00 a.m. 
stop in the morning is the 
Museum of Natural His· 
Then at noon the students will 
short films at the Museum 
Art. They are The Inno-
Fair, Trade Tattoo, and Paul 
and Co. A Chech and Polish 
Exhibit at the Museum ,of 
Art is planned for 2:00 p.rn. 
at 3:00 the students can take a 
at Museum Ard1itecture. 
next move will be to the Mu· 
of Primitive Art at 4:00 P.M. 
they will view an exhibit called 
Art's Impact on the Americas. 
of Life, a West German film 
by Werner Herzog, will be 
at Lincoln Center at 6:30. The 
won first prize at the Berlin 
It portrays a modern Don 
who rebels, against society 
and reveals the first signs of his hu· 
manity in insanity. The film is a 
comment on man and his ideologies. 
The bus will then leave New York 
at 9:00 a.m. and arrive at Beaver by 
11:00. Students taking Studies in 
Language and Grammar are required 
to make the trip. However all inter-
ested students will be welcome. 
An&tber Trip 
The next day students taking Con· 
temporary British and American Lit-
erature will make a similar trip. They 
will see an exhibit titled 40 Under 40 
at the Whitney and take a tour of 
the Twentieth Century Gallery at the 
Metropolitan. 
Finally they will view a new 
German film called Artist Under the 
Big Top, directed by Alexander 
Kluge. 
Students interested in going either 
day should see Dr. Patrick Hazard in 
his office, room 105 of the Classroom 
Building. The approximate 'COSt of 
each trip is $8.00 and will be de· 
ducted from the, students' book store 
bills. 
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Beaver Tries Out: Repertory Established 
The Alnwick Players is the title 
of Beaver's own Repertory Company. 
They are a group of Beaver College 
students ready to provide you with 
entertaining scenes from great mas-
terpieces of world theatre. 
Try.outs were held on the 14th, 
15th, and 16th of May and members 
of the company now include' Suzanne 
Durand, Paula Farber, Marianne 
Mott, Ann Vaccaro, Sherri Ward, 
Cathye Stoops. 
Additional Tr;youts 
Additional tryouts for the girls in-
volved with the London Semester 
rogram will be held on September 
24. They will take place in Mr. 
Moller's office (room 108) at 3:30 
p.m. The desired number of players 
is eight to ten girls while at the 
present only six are in the company. 
A public review will be given by 
the Repertory Company on the 21st 
of October at 8:00 p.m. in the Little 
Theatre. 
Training in a Repertory situation 
requires each girl to know her part 
as well as the roles of her fellow 
players. She must be a completely 
versatile actress, flexible enough to 
change roles at will. 
Rehearsals will be held in many 
different places, including classrooms, 
the Rose Room, and the Mirror 
Room. The purpose is to prepare the 
players to go beyond the boundaries 
of threatre walls and to be able to 
move to audiences, possibly without 
the proper facilities, that might profit 
from and enjoy the theatre experi. 
r-Beaver Granted: 
I BUILDING FUNDS FOR SCIENCE 
Beaver College has received a grant 
of $128,900 for three years, begin. 
ning on August 12, 1968, from the 
National Science Foundation under 
its College Science Improvement Pro-
gram (COSIP). 
The College will have the poten-
tial for a tremendous advance in the 
sciences, both natural and social, 
when the new Science-Classroom 
Building is opened two years from 
now. But we would be far from 
ready to take advantage of our won· 
derful new ,facilities without a great 
deal of work on the curriculum. Al-
though the COSIP grant will also 
support a variety of other programs, 
its main effect will be to permit the 
College to prepare systematically for 
the use of our expanded laboratories. 
One of the most important prob-
lems to be attacked will be the first 
level course in laboratory science reo 
quired of all our students. The Na· 
tional Science Foundation budget will 
permit Beaver to release three instruc-
tors from one-third of their teaching 
loads for a three-year period to work 
on the design of an interdisciplinary 
course which would present the basic 
concepts of the natural sciences and 
haps even more important, by funds 
for a faculty supervisor who will live 
in Washington during the summer. 
He will spend part of his time in 
working with the intern individ-
ually and in a group to enlarge the 
educational impact of their experi-
ences, and part of his time in re-
search. This program was developed 
by Mr. Charles Lindquist and Dr. 
David Grey. 
Funds are provided for the ex-
penses of independent study during 
the academic year in biology, chem-
istry and psychology. Three students 
in chemistry and three in psychol· 
ogy will be given stipends and will 
have their research expenses covered 
for research during the summer. The 
award of these stipends ought to pro. 
vide a powerful incentive for our 
students interested in research. 
The involvement of advanced stu· 
dents in teaching will be aided by 
funds to pay student instructors in 
mathematics, psychology and soci-
ology. The College currently has a 
number of advanced students work-
ing as teaching assistants 
fields. 
Summer Inrerns 
to develop laboratory exercises which On Dr. Norman Johnston's return, 
would give sound experience in ex- the COSIP grant will include funds 
perimentation. Funds will also be for a summer internship program in 
available for clerical staff and lab· correction in which students will 
oratory technicians for consultants spend their summers working in cor-
and for prototype equipment for this rectional institutions and a faculty 
project. The work will be under the member will supervise. In addition, 
direction of Dr. Arthur Breyer, Dr. the grant will permit Dr. Johnston 
Roland Eddy and Dr. Frank Sturges. to bring his seminar in criminology 
Funds For Assistants to California for an intensive period 
And Equipment of study in the prison system. The 
Empirical work in the social sci· California penal system is the most 
ence. 
Rehearsals begin September 25. 
Performances will begin October 20 
and continue through April 15. 
Beaver usually has a Fall and 
Spring Theatre Production each 
year. Any girl involved in the Rep-
ertory Company may tty for a part, 
but if she is cast for a role she must 
temporarily give up her position in 
the Repertory Comp.any. This will 
only affect girls trying out for the 
Fall Production, for the Company 
will be finished before the Spring 
Production begins. 
The Alnwick players will prepare 
and rehearse scenes under the direc-
tion of Miss Judith Elder and Mr. 
Peter K. Moller, of the Beaver Col· 
theatre 
Miller To Spealc 
The speaker for Beaver's first con· 
vocation, to be held on September 
22, will be Dr. Miller Upton. The 
subject of the speech win be The 
Ghetto of the Human Mind. 
Dr. Upton took the office of Presi· 
dent of Beloit College on June 15, 
1954. His administration has been 
marked by a series of far.reaching 
curricular changes. Under his leader-
ship, the College has also continued 
to develop its campus with the com· 
pletion of many new buildings. 
Dr. Miller Upton, Convocation 
speaker for Sept. 22. 
ences will be strengthened when we advanced and most research-oriented A graduate of Tulane University, 
get the new building with the addi- in the country. COSIP's approval of Dr. Upton received his master's de. 
tion of new laboratories to be used by this trip will considerably enlarge the gree from The Harvard School of 
the Departments of Psychology and perspectives of Beaver students in· 
Th 'd tereste< d l'n crl' -:nology. Business. He earned his doctorate Sociology. e COSIP grant provl es ~ 
funds for released time for instruc- Visiting Scholars 
tors, for student assistants and for All of the College will benefit from 
equipment for the development of the last of the items in the COSIP 
from Northwestern University. Be· 
fore accepting the Beloit presidency, 
he served as dean of the School of 
laboratory exercises in the laboratory budget. With these funds we will be Business and Public Administration 
courses offered by those departments. able to bring visiting scholars in the 
at Washington University, St. Louis, One of the courses is an integrated sciences and social sciences to the 
Missouri. 
Dr. Upton has had a distinguished 
career in education. He has served as 
president of the Council of Protest· 
study of learning, perception, and College for brief periods of time. 
statistics and experimental design These men and women will not only 
taken by students in psychology. The, participate in conferences with indi-
other is an integration of the con- vidual students and faculty members, 
tent of social psychology and per· but will also be called upon to speak 
sonality theory taken by students in to various groups, large and small, ant Colleges and Universities and as 
psychology and sociology. In that about their areas of expertise. president of the American Finance 
laboratory, students study measures of Beyond the individual programs Association. In addition to those pOS1. 
personality, opinion and attitUde which will be strengtheued by the 
measurement, attitude change, and COSIP grant, the College should gain 
the behavior of small groups. from the fact that our receiving the 
In addition to the work 'on cur- award represents approval by a dis-
riculum, the COSIP grant will sup· interested body of experts. We were 
port a variety of programs designed competing with a large number of 
to increase the commitment of stu· institutions in a period when govern-
dents in individual and independent mental funds are very tight. Our suc· 
study. Beaver's program of summer cess is evidence of the quality of our 
internships in Washington will be faculty and of the workw~ are now 
strengthened both by the addition of doing in the natural and social 
dons Dr. Upton was president of the 
Wisconsin Foundation of Independ-
ent Colleges and Universities and was 
vice-president of the Wisconsin Acad· 
emy of Sciences, Arts and Letters. Co-
author of a book on finance and 
author of many articles in profes-
sional journals, in 1962 Dr. Upton 
was selected to Sports Illustrated's 
ten new student stipends and, per. sciences. 25~ Anniversary all·American team. 
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/4 direction but we must continue the effort and TER Special Tues Sept 17
13 acr iItctos rest on our limited laurels D.V.G To the Editor Civic CnterBlvd Eternity 34th it
___________________________
After seelnb both th Republican Theatre of the Li ing ArtsSho
EDITORIAL BOARD CV and Democratic conventions on TV ing of art films daily at various ii BY LIBBY
Edito.in-Cbiej Dotty Graham 1Y of 13Ii fowcr oalilioii one begins to wonder exactly where Call theatre for title and time cities ar
News Editor Dee Dee Napp this country is going South St WA 2-6010 tic conceri
Feaiure Editor Jacquie Kenuk ..9n eLcnocratk 9artii is Oscr Most of us felt that the Rcpubli ART
and cr
Copy Editor Libby Huffstutler can Convention was total loss as far from it
Sports Editor Ellen Brennan The day of the high power coalition in the as having any new directions taken Philadelphia College of ArtSe these cent
Headlines Jacquie Kenuk Democratic party is over Its true that they at home and in the world It was 20 Oct 20 Works by Jhristi The city
Layout Bobbie Fine Roberta Quinn rejected the peace plank and elected to the mcrcl3 restatement of the past and Rohlfs Open Mon thru Thurs 9- citi plann
Reporters Emily Solomon Judy Quigg Nancy Parks shame of American Democracy more of the
consensus at any cost in this case Fri 9-6 Sat 9-noon Broad Pin and snot
Barbara Kerney Sue Smythe Julie Wirth Cindy same in their candidate Hubert Humohrev
the nation paid the price Sts 6-0545 realize that
Burhoe Lee McCue Carol Hesselbacher Helen were yet to view the Demo- Tyler Art School Thurs Se be snidie
Butte Eva McManus Emmy Miller
LJUt tue uig city macnine aria its DOSS nas Deen cratic Convention however Those of Works by Lee Berghoft is conflguratiheld up for the world to see The callous us who were desirous of rcal change and Chapman Open weekdays 9-23 of old in
BUSINESS BOARD ruthless conduct of Chicago Mayor Daley has felt that this convention was second Sat Sun 1-4 Beech Penr We
Business Manager Laurie Stassi been rejected by the press and the public The chance to make true democracy work Sts Elkins Park CA 4-7575 es for too
Advertising Manager Diane Tischler old Southern block is still strong but not firm that this meeting might be the battle- uk of revolut
Circulation Maaage Barbara Gutman The convention seated the challenging delega ground where the new politics might JAZZ FOLK SPOTS with our
Faculty Adviser Edgar Schuster tions from Georgia and Mississippi It also did battleground is precisely what 2nd Fret Shows at 915 11 stop this
The Beaver News is hi-weekly publication by and away with the unit rule it turned out to benot for the vic- Fri Sat at 915 1130 19 gIL Its
for Beaver studerns and does not necessarily reflect the Who was it that made up the power steam- tory of democracy not for the aspira- Sansom St LO 3-8296 mer one
opinion of the administration roller in Democratic politics It was the city e0jt Showboat Jazz Theatre Otien bTiai
bosses the Southern leaders and some labor chinerv and racial bi otr
to am nightly matinees Sa
h-I I- i-7 Closed Sun 1409 Lombardeir as uegun to quiver Where do we go from here While PF Allentowni_shilents iWore Say And who is there to take over The the cry arises for change in 1972 we 321 this summ
McCarthy McGovern and Kennedy people might better concentrate on the in- periment It
49 t15105 Df Cdf They receive strong support from men like bctwe2n years to find meaningful .00 from
Tydings Morse Ribicoff and Unruh These alternatie to the farce of both con- urchs Catho
Academic freedom is the present cry of stu- men know the name of the game They know vention and the frightening conse- en oice synogogue
dents across the nation and around the world that you dont kill yourself trying to change quences they promise The English Department in co- ten colleges
In Paris the riots at the Sorbonne occurred the hearts of minds of Southern reactionarks Sincerely operation with the Beaver octora
simultaneously with the disturbances at Co- or Northern labor unions You play power
Constance Crowell rc plans to offer informa
lumbia University Students everywhere are politics And these men have the experience to ti000n plays being presented in
demanding that they have more say in the de- make the power work the area for interested students
ciions of their respective colleges No longer They are already controlling the Demo Around Town
will they sit back passively accepting rules and cratic organization in Wisconsin New Flamp- of the opporturiit arran
regulations They are willing to fight for their shire and Colorado And they are working at MUSIC ments for tickets and trans-
To all returi
voice in policy making decisions The control in New York Minnesota Connecticut he Philadelphia Orchestra Sub- portation will be made Please say We
faculties and administrations of many colleges Vermont Michigan Iowa and New Mexico scription serics concerts at Academy return this coupon to Dr
Student
and universities are faced with the choice of For the next two years the new politics will of Muic Broad and Locust Sts PE Patrick hazard ecorncwe
reconciliation and compromise or work on electing new politicians for congres- 5-7378 Friday October enjoyible
student body sional offices They will support the men who Thurs Sept 19 at 830 Fri Sept The Lusitania Bogey ual has flown
The violence seen in the two instances want to face the issues and are not afraid to 20 at Sat Sept at 830 Peter Weiss is time
Eugene Ormandy conducting McCarter Theatre Princeton
cited above are extreme examples of the re- buck the establishment edule of cia
Eugene Istomin piano Name
action of students to the over-bearing and Bruckner Symphony No in Box No and late
often dictatorial powers of administrations Beethoven Piano Concerto No Just few thi
Yet these situations should make Beaver re- in Thursday October 10 new studen
evaluate its own ability to communicate and Thurs. Sept 26 at 830 Fri Sept MOOfl for this Bisbegotten nted this yea
determine to what extent the students shall 27 at Sat Sept 28 at 830 Mon ONeil gone into
Villanova Theatre includes ourand must have say in the decisions of their Sept Oat 8.30 Name the new
college Beaver students without openly riot- Lugene Ormandy conducting Box No anges which
ing insist upon growth and flexibility but Miklos Bozas guest conductor ring urge
wish to be an involved and vocal part of an
Leonard Pennario piano
Brahms Haydn Variations Op
change
56a Beaver NewsOne of the advantages of Beaver is it Ies Symphony No Camp Sh
compact size and small school should be Holiday
able to eliminate many of the gaps in corn- lhuss Images Iberia DEADLINE PUBLICATION
munication that large university must face Rozsa Piano Concerto 25 Sept Wed Ocf Foru
Faculty and administration should know stu- Robert Floyd pianist Thurs Oct Oct
dents well enough to be able to work closely Sept 26 at l30 am Moore College 24 Oct Nov Hit
together Many of the demands that students of Art Aud 20th and Race Free Nov 15 Nov
have in this area have been realized In writ- LO 8-4515 Nov Dec The theme ft
ing Beaver has clear-cut democratic system THEATRE Dec 20 Dec Living
of organizing its student government In read- line with
ing The Joint Statement on Rights and Free-
Green Julia Sept 24-29 Paul PENNA BALLET IN planned
Ahelman play has pre-Broadway kir kI finalizeddoms of Students Beaver has apparently estab-
run at the heatre of the Living Arts
AIN LJU AJIN
lished many of the methodsthrough which 34 South St WA 2-5612 for exact The Pennsyhania Ballet five-y first prostudent may voice her opinion The student time and tickets old Philadelphia-based ensembl however fobody fully understands many of the exceptions lan of Ia illsnchj Thurs Sept pcns its first national tour this ley the
made in pages 4-5 of the handbook We never 26 at 815 Lhigh Univ Grace Hall ber and rcturns to the Academy er will pres
would pretend to desire to run the infirmary Bethlehem Pa Tickets 3.25 avail- Music on Nov 29 to unveil
that evenmf
or organize the admission of incoming stu- able after Sept production of the full-length Tc ecember
dents My Country tears for thee The ImPo3ible Years Thru kvsky classic Nutcraker Suite an r.mcrg
Sc Fri Sat at 8W 1icketsHowever the lines of communication are Lawrence Ferlingetti sl.52 2.50 AbbeyStage Door summer grant of SlOO000 ft whichnot always willingly opened for the student Th Haas Communit Funds in sca In coop
We demand to have greater voice in the After Chicago there was shadow of des-
66b Rising SunAve P1 2-832
18
elphia has enabled the new tion of Bea
decisions that must be made The calendar in- pair over the young people of this country thru ad1forf Ot.t SocietyHilt rjcerwhich
will use George present
cident of last spring is indicative of the lack But amazingly the ones who didnt despair Playhouse Wed thru Sat at 830 dgp
staging Nw jereof communication ReaJ student feeling on the were the ones actively involved in the efforts p.m Ticket Wed Thurs $2.50 cast of 100
subject was not fully realized until The News of McCarthy and McGovern Those who had to S3.5O Fri Sat s3.5 s4.OO symphony orchestra wiflenliven ed With apibrought it to public attention Incidents such hit the campaign trail felt great victory in the 507 8th St WA 3-0210 E.T.A Hoffman pageant Nuicrac In addi
as this one must be avoided by including stu- midst of defeat This was the first time issues FILMS will be repeated in three matin panel
dents on all faculty committees It is neces- were brought to the public This was the first and three evening periormances nts will be
sary that student opinion on such committees time we saw the political machine in all its Band Box Showing of art films 23-28 at the Academy
be taken seriously and that student vote be blatant ugliness And this was the first time daily at various times Call theatre The Company then resumes
weighed equally with that of the faculty The people of this generation got excited enough fr title and time 30
Armat St tional touring which will ext LI
student body comprises majority of the corn- to involve themselves in the political network
VI s-5 rough 1968-6 from such Eas
armel Cinema Club fri cpt cities as Baltimore Boston iOr chemi
munity and we demandnot only attention but TheDemocratic party is not united There 13 The End of Summer and High Haven and Princeton to the Mid en compleinvolvment We are willing to do the work arc factions to the right of Hubert Humphrey Noon 730 p.m at Carmel Presby- and South Its expanded Philadel working
that such involvement requires we prefer not which will probably defect to Wallace There terian Church 100 Edge Hill Rd season reopens with subscrip Nationt
to be spoon-fed rules and handed down de- are factions to the left which find themselves Glenside Admission charge stries of nine performances at at Lafaye
cisions because it is easier or mote convenient without candidate So the Democrats may Civic Center MuseumSat Sun Academy of Music in Febru project co
It will be more difficult and require time but have to concede this election to Nixon But at 130 3O Free Sept schedule March April and May eses of
the voices of students at Beaver must be heard the powerful interested visionary revolution Alchemy of Fire Delacroix Other new works in the repert ds
There is an awareness on the part of the going on in the Democratic party is the only
The Unending Renaissance will be Balanchines brilliant is was thi
faculty and administration that student in- healthy sign in political world that is now
14 Liquid Jazz The Il/us- rnnt of the Hindemith score er that
trator ankee Painter erneraments and Mary Anth as the firstvolvement in certain policy making decisions as stagnant and sick as the society it repre 21 22 Pou Wow Thuch of modcrn-dance interpretation to chemistry
is necessary Joint committee may be cited as sents The revolutionaries will work quietly Alagic Whet is Painting jamin Brittens music of John ge
an example and we recognize the efforts of until 1971 and then well be in different 29 Knou an Old Lady Who ington Synges Irish drama Riders asked
this group Yet it remains as merely token ball park with new team Swdloued Fly Ballet Girl Ma- the Sea Student subscriptions work Liz
appeasement Beaver is moving in the right E.J.H tisse available for the spring series ly wos
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ityHousing Expose Constructive AgitationBy Beaver Student
BY LIBBY HUFESTUTLER ton Unisersity The purpose of the on urban planning studied housing ein on the deal firmed our former suspicions The
Our cities are the most crucial experiment was to study housing in codes read brochures on feral We were amazed to find how big city has been ery lax in its enforce-
tic concern in America today Allentown funds ailahie for housing and col- the slumlord busincss is One owner ment he inspections that are made
tice and crime and violence xe- was member of the staff licted enough data to know what we in Allentown had over five hundred where violations are found are not
ting from it must be eliminated think this experience constitutes my re talking about and form our slum properties Another owned acted upon notice is issued but
these centers where America first contact with reality The first own opinions about what should he about two hundred rat and roach seldom is the dwelling reinspected
The city must be studied not week of the week program was done in housing in thc dty infested buildings charged S27.OO In the last year only hearings were
city planner who works with spent in team building We went Vodc Enforcement wick for every apartment or home held bringing charges against owners
and mortar but by people through sensitivity training and The next step was to center in regardlcs of size or condition Us- who refused to repair homes or apart-
realize that city is people It group dynamics programs The rc-- on one issue to concentrate all Our uall he collected th rent every six ments that were in violation of the
be studied re-examined and suit was an amazingly high trust efforts on one aspect of housing das code The city made very poor
configurations must take the leel and feeling of respect shared which we felt wuld be lever to Diret tction showing
of old inadequate impersonal by every member of the group Lii- open up new possibilities and op- We suspectLd that the Code In- Only Beginning
ems We have neglected our ing togthcr the intensity of our tions The issuc we chose was Code spcctors in Allentown were not do- The staff then wrote 70 page re
es for too long Now on the interaction increased So we had Enforcement Escr city has bus- ing thir job Ths suspkion led us port The report of our findings is
of reoIution we say we will team that could work make decisions ing code ihe code sets forth the ti request to examine the files of now in the hands of support group
with our cities as soon as we take action Now we needed to con- minimum requirements house must the rode Enforcement Department made up of Allentown lawyers
stop this war Thats not soon front the issues meet in order to bc considered lit for In spite of the fact that these files ministers professors social workers
ough Its poor excuse But this For three eeks we pounded the human habitation The code usually arc public records our request was and other interested citizens The
mmer one city recognized the pavements of the core area of Allen- specifics necess4ry electrical wiring denied After three wicks of con- last ten pages of the report listed
blem as being both serious and tow-n We became aLquaintcd ith plumbing facilities amount of using frontatjons with city Council and and described options for action
ent and did something about it people who live in the ghetto dis- space per person fire precautions the City Solkitor we threatened to means by which we felt the sinia-
Housing FTOblClIl covered how they lied what they and general upkeep of dwelling ask HUD Housing and Urban Dc- tion could be remedied The success
Allentown Pa had for the first wanted and why they couldnt have If city had good Code Enforce selopminu to cut off federal funds of the project now depends un
this summer an Urban Summer it We intersiewed real estate agents ment Dcpartmcnt it could present fr city rcdevelopmcnt projects We these people who are to act upon
riment It was funded by slumlords city planners the Re- slums from developing It is also an also brought in an ACLU lawyer our suggestions
.00 from the Area Council of development Authority NAACP excellent tool for making slumlord- hci represented us in trying to oh- The experiement was revealing It
urches Catholic Diocese and thrce Spanish Action Committee and any ing unprofitable It costs too much Lain court injunction against the provided an opportunity for me to
synogogueS The staff consisted other resources who could give us money to repair hundreds of slum city in order to gain access to the become actively in%olved in some-
ten college students and direc- information about the housing situa- dwellings and make them fit for files With OOC final confrontation thing with which have en
doctoral candidate at Prince- tion in Allentown We read books habitation for the slum lord to break before City Council at an open emotionally and intellectually irs-
council Meeting we won our case volved for long time An experi-
Beaver Big Wigs We were allowed full access to all ment like this one is lginning
LsL Coin records on Code Enforcement but only beginning HopefullyTUDENT Our examination of the files and other cities will follow Allentowns
GOVERNMENT evaluation of what .e learned con- pattern and do something
oI
students becomiaarwitit likel ORGANIZATION Encouragement From The SUMMER RESEARCH
new students may simply say tions OU may have New Ubrary BY JULIE WIRTH
elcome we are very glad to have also urge each of you to take an
President Nancy Parks
with us hope ou all spent
active interst in our student gosLrn-
Vice President Carol Hcssdbacher Students are urged nay implored Pvery suminir Smith Kline and
ry enjoyable summer which as ment Sonic of the ideas for this \ear Secretar
Marcia Rut
ordtr an hook record ntwspaper French grant feUo-ships to students
al has flown by all too fast But
center around more tudent-facult
ireasurer Helen Bosley
rnicrouilm or periodical that the ii- from the Philadelphia area to do re
it is time to settle into the busy
interaction in both academic and
Chairman judicial Board hrar lacks and that the student search work in hospitals thus hoping
edule of classes m- ings week- non-acadmic area and an evalua-
Diane Dc one necds here are ohiously many tO cncouragc them to go on to mcdi-
ds and late nights
to ni.ike more effecti and g.ip in the colkctions which both cal hool he only requirement is
ust few thoughts for the present then our honor inl judicial oh .oid the lihrariao Jre trying that the applicant hase average
nesv student handbook has been Onl with the help of esery REPRESENTATIVES to lill hut th tudcnt must do or better in chemistr3 The hospitals
inted this year and lot of work stdei can our government be Presidcnt Senior lass Sue Smythe their calling to the librarians participstiiig in the %ledcal Carce-s
gone intO its complete revision
strong and worth hue ss ih you Vice Prcident Senior Class ittcntiOl all hook that thc want to OgrJ arc emple University
includes our SGO Constitution and
all the best of luck for nt en- Barl4r.i Kelly riad shich the cannot loate the University of Pennsylvania
thi new permissions and rule jyhl and rcwarWng year Iresident Junior flats lihr.iry in the last analsk only as Women Medical tollege Jefferson
anges which went into effect last Mary Ann CocL as facult and students ant it
Medical College and Hahnemann
ing urge you all to read and Nanc Parks
vice President Junior Clas hc \SC urge ou to drop your Mdkal College
Paula Shafr-in suggestIons the suggestion box
assigned to the Skin and
Prisident Sophomore Class prominently displayed on the Circu- Cancer 1-lospital at Temple Univer
lation DeskMartha Iill
ity Dermatology Department under
Vice President Sophomorc Class the supervision of Dr Ronald
Lee MCue Dasies For the last five years Dr
orum Aims On April 22 Suzushi Hanayagi Studeit Advisor Freshmin Class es Dasies and his various assistants one
Japanese Classical dancer will be on Gigi Could Class Of 1969 of whom worked with have been
Hit The Mark campus She will he presenting President Athletic Association investigating the cutaneous lipids of
slide lecture on Japanese thcatre in
Linda Harkins BY SUE SMYTHE
the rhino mouse This little mouse
The theme for Forum this year is the afternoon possibly at Convoca-
Chairman Dormitory Committee TIe Class of 1969 has contracted develops about 6Oç more skin than
roni Living Arrows Shot rorth tion and thcn recital the same eve-
Martha Ringer
Banquet Room at the ItS herterozygous littermates nor-
line with this we have many ning
Chairman Forum Ann Archino
Washington Motor Inn for rnal-appiaring mouse
The rhino and
gs planned although as yet not
Chairman Honor ommittee
Senior Dinner and Dance to be 1t5 abnormal skin tend to develop
is finalized
are still working on the possi- Ann Knapp held Saturday May lst the evcning cancer papilomas far more readily
biiity of having professional theatre chairman Nominating ommittec
before Graduatwn Other esents in than normal rhinothis is the basic
The first progrsm of the year is company on campus1 but as yet this Sue Eiscnberg
the planning for this holiday week- reasons for our interest in it
however for October Rufus is still unsettled Beaver News Editor-in-Quef hban on-campus art cx it worked with Dene Austin one ofIcy the world first jazz bagpipe
complete list of films sponsored
oroty ra am
the showing of student-made film Dr Daies assistants who is trying to
yer will PreSLnt two hour con- by Forum listed belo Log nor Joannc reenwoo picnic at the home of President
identify the abnormal constituents ofthat cvening President Ca.t caircs Me non Da
October 24 25Lodus Linda Whiteman
an some
the non-polar cutaneous lipids of the
December and we are plan- President En lish Club
Jlnmrng
rhino and thus possibly to find out
ng an Emergent National Confer- November 12--Ea.st of Lden
Elles Coo cr
Sisters cousins aunts grand- some of the inherent factors in the
cc which will concentrate on
Cl hr parents
and friends not to mention
dcselopment of cancer tumor Ba
rica In cooperation with the As-
lecemher 5Othello
President GceCluh.Barbara parents
brother andbcaus are all
ically Dene and sent through all
ciation of Beaver Collegc Lllackswe January 18Help President German Club
ekme and v.ill fin Banquct th lab techniqucs ued to separate
ill be presenting Mr Ted laylor Kranz
Room easily accessible both to Beaver
and analyze the rhinos skin lipid
tor of the Heritage Foundation February 37 he Shop on Z%Iain irginia Rubin and to sevcral motels Reserve rooms
New Jerse Mr Taylor and his Street
rcsi cnt Ililic ja1
tot our guests well in advance since To culminate the work did dur
President International
our Graduation Weekend coincides ing the summer had to presentWi provi ecturc com March 14A Raisin in the Sun Relations Club Niti Seth
ith the busy Memorial Day week- paper explaining my work Chanceseu with po.ir% an ancc pro Zfl rcsi nt appa ta nd and all of the travelers which are Ill never become doctor but
an auuition anOtuer icctutc Ed Switzky
panel discussion by African April IThe Umbrellas of Cher- PrcsidcntMath Club Franca Boers that produc.s obie
dents will be included bonrg
resi cat em anc
Barbie Ilowland and Andy Knapp see why were learning hat we are
Becky Rhnc
are co-chairmcn of the Senior Wek
LIZ McFADDEN AT LAFAYETTE President Newman Jub Lloyd pg committee which is rapidly
growing in ideas cxcltment and
Senior chemistry major Liz Mc- gained invaluable practical knowl- President Pentathlonchristine
Clark
Their think tank welcomes The editors of the Beaver News
den completed her second sum- edge in research techniques and be- PresidentPhiSigma
Hessler
new ideas and/or workers
follow the policy set forth in the
working on original research sides what young lady wouldn en-
der National Science Foundation joy working in an environment of
Piesident Phoenix Judy Glassberg Our mixer will be held Friday J0t Statement on Rights and Free-
ant at Lafayette College The ten Lafayette men President Pi Delta Phi Siptember 27th Watch for more doms of Students Section IV
eek project concentrated laboratory
PresidntPsi Chi
Susan Eisn er
info on the class bulletin board and
student press should be free
ntheses of Reissert organic com- st_c chairman Candy Schoellhorn if
ads Psychology Hilda Glaier you are moved to lend helping
of censorship and advance ap
This was the second consecutive
President Spanish Club hand or bright brain to the celebra- proval of copy and its editorsSenior caps and gowns will be Karen Kraebel
mmer that Liz distinguished her- tion and managers should be free to
President Theatre PlayshopIf as the first coed to receive sucu
delivered Friday to the Heinz Mar arec Schneider develop their own editorial poli
chemistry grant from Lafayette And if your cap and gown get
cies and news coverage
liege
room
bit too warm during Opening Con-
When asked whether she enjoyed orage Sepf 23 at 430 ocation on Sunday just think about
work Liz commented It was First Class Meetings what it means to be Senior
nitely worthwhile experience Then grin and bear it
CIA ALPERN ASSISTANT PROFFESSOR OF
ns College
hers College Columbia University
ended N.Y.U University of Wyoming University of Florida
grade school teacher and Instructor in laboratory school in New
Florida also taught at Abington Friends Jenkintown Most
--
Supervisor of Teacher Corps Temple University and the
public schools
ed to professor at Temple Two children and 13
-4 extensively throughout U.S and Europe
ATO BRILL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
University
Princeton University
..t University of Louisville Assistant Prof of Medieval History
research grant from American Philosophical Society to
LtO book
accepted for presentation at Midwest Medieval
niversity of Cincinnati November 1968
two daughters ages and
World War II and Korean War many awards including
ished Service Cross and Purple Heart





en Lecturer in English Government of Rajasthan
Professor of English Tribhuban University
ictor summer at Duke University
Professor Slippery Rock State College
honors Fuibright Scholarship Smith.Mundt Travel Grant Duke
raduate Scholarship
many countries in Asia and Europe
ee children
NE HEINRICH INSTRUCTOR IN EDUCATION
tate University of New York at Geneseo
Ed Bucknell University
taught in City School District of Rochester and was Instructor in
artment of Education summer at Bucknell
._1 interest in educational research
HOLMES ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
University of Illinois
completed all work for Ph.D at Jefferson Medical College degree
--
be conferred in June 1969
as Reearch Assistant in Departments of Biophysics and Physiology at
University of Illinois Most recently Teaching Assistant in the Physi
Department of Jefferson Medical School
to Professor at Temple Has traveled in Europe
College Has also studied at University of Puerto Rico
_r
of Colorado and Temple
te for M.A University of Pennsylvania
taught.at high schools in New York and New Jersey also Abington




en Research Assistant at Temple Research Psychologist at the Phil-
ta Psychiatric Center Psychology Intern at St Christopher Hospital
ren and at Norristown State Hospital
daughter months old
KATCHER ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ANTHRO
MRS RUTH LEHRER LECTURER IN FINE ARTS PART-TIME
B.F.A Phila College of Art M.FA Univ of Penna Alsn studied in
summer at Skowhegan School of Painting Sculpture Maine Graduate
Asst in print making while working on degree at Penn On faculty of
Phila College of Art as Lecturer in Drawing Printmaking Is with
Prints in Progress sponsored by Print Club of Phila Give demonstra
tions in elem sec schools art centers Her work in pemanent collec
tion of Phila Mus of Art Print Club and Phila Board of Education
MR STEPHEN MILLER INSTRUCTOR IN ENGLISH
BA Rutgers University
M.A Yale University
Ph.D Candidate at Rutgers University
Has been News Assistant New York Times Book Review
Most recently Instructor in English at Fairleigh-Dickinson
MR FINBAR OCONNOR LECTURER IN PHILOSOPHY PART-TIME
B.A National University of Ireland
Licentiate in Philosophy St Patricks College Ireland
Candidate for Ph.D University of Pennsylvania
Had been Assistant Lecturer at The Queens University Belfast Ireland
Teaching Fellow at the Univ of Pennsylvania
Fulbright Fellowship in 1965
DR DIANE PFALTZGRAFF ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF GOVERN
MENT
MR RICHARD POLlS ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION
B.S West Chester State College
MS University of Pennsylvania
Candidate for EdD Temple University
Has been department chairman and math teacher in high schools
Most recently Assistant Professor of Math at Camden County Community
College
MR LAWRENCE SHULMAN LECTURER IN SOCIOLOGY PART-
TIME
B.A City College of New York
Master of Social Work Columbia University
Candidate for Ed.D Temple University
Has been Assistant Professor Graduate School of Social
and currently is Lecturer Graduate School of Social
Pennsylvania
MRS DOROTHY SMITH DIRECTOR OF ALUMNAE AFFAIRS
B.A Sweet Briar College
Formerly Director of Alumnae Activities at Briarcliff College
MISS LINDA TUNRER INSTRUcTOR IN MATHEMATICS
B.A Bryn Mawr College
M.A.T Harvard University
Candidate for Ph.D University of Pennsylvania
Has been high school math teacher Planner-Teacher-Counselor for
University Project Upward Bound Research Assistant at the Univei
Pennsylvania
Has traveled in the U.S hiked with Norwegian Mountain Club bicycled
and hosteled through Europe















is now It is actua
complex of six do
eventually be
parallel to each other and
tached by means of
sageways Each
In addition there will be
hall for the house-mother bt
side the first dorm
both single and double
dorm all with built
lounges
to be ready for occupancy
69 at cost of $500000
Both buildings will
air conditioned electrii
dorms there will be inc
perature control for





-- DYUMNA CHAUHAN ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF
County Comm








SPECIAL EVENTS FOR FRESHMEN 
Greenie Daze Rall and Big-Little Sister picnic-Wednesday, Sept. 18 
Greenie Daze Week-Thursday, Sept. 19 through Thursday, Sept. 26 
Begin wearing dinks-Thursday, Sept. 19 
Acceptance into Royal Order of Beaver-Thursday, Sept. 26 
(Murphy Chapel-7:00 p.m.) 
Prosh-Soph Picnic and Tug-of-War-Thursday, Oct. 3 
(Towers Lawn-4:30 p.m.) 




The hurry and worry of SAT's, 
class standings, college applications, 
and final acceptances are finally over 
for the 214 entering freshman who 
chose Beaver and whom Beaver 
chose. The freshmen come from 21 
states, the farthest being Hawaii, and 
from two foreign countries, Brazil 
and Nigeria. 
Also· entering Beaver this fall are 
26 transfer students. Among the 
transfers is Cecilia Eu from Singa- , 
pore, who has the distinction of be-
ing the incoming student coming 
from the farthest place. 
A notable first among the freshmen 
class is the first American Indian 
from a reservation to attend Beaver. 
She is from a reservation in South 
Dakota. 
Alumnae BrotlOOrs and Sisters 
Twenty-one freshmen had sOurces 
of information about Beaver from 
alumnae relations. Six alumnae 
sent their daughters here: Cynthia 
Burhoe (Marilyn Yost Burhoe '47), 
Helen Condos (V. Dorothy Constan-
tine Condos '45), Jill Goldman (Phyl. 
lis Wedeen Goldman '42), Judith 
Kellum (Eleanor Kline Kellum '52), 
Jan Marks (Rosemary Krauss Marks 
'45), and Anne Sullivan (Dorothy 
Carlson Sullivan '44). Eight fresh-
men are following in the fontsteps of 
their sisters. They are Carolyn Ben-
nett (Beverly Bennett Green '(5), 
Esther Gueft (Nina Gueft '(9), Vic-
toria Johnson (Connie Johnson '66), 
Teresa Moschetta (Patricia Moscher-
ta), Janet Nehring (Carol Nehring 
'68), Dana Nelson (Nikki Nelson 
'(5), Jane Rutter (Ann Rutter '(7), 
and Carol Zawick (Joyce Zawick Mc-
Call). \ 
. In addition to those alumnae rela· 
tions, the class of 1970 has one alum-
nae granddaughter, three alumnae 
nieces, two alumnae cousins, and one 
alumna sister-in-law. 
-t----
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HELP WANTED
rj_-i he oiiiiion Iassr
Theatre Playshop has issued an ía-
vitatiOn for suggestions for fall pro-
ductions Any suggestions will be
welcomebe they plays recently seenNo characteristic of Man runs more England codified this law during the
read studied or with delight origiconsistantly and recurrently through- hirteenth Century A.D
nal pieces One aspect to be con-out his history than his inhumane
During the time that the North
sidered however is that presentand wantonly cruel treatment of his
American Colonies were ruled by plans in Playshop tradition call forfellow man
England The Common Law auto-
this years Spring production to beWho would hazard guess as to maticall applied Upon gaining in- Shakesperian extravaganza There-how many human beings have died dependence after the Revolutionary fore the Fall production will need to
of torture sickness or old age in War the Colonies ratified The Corn- be more modest in size and cost
prisons which were legally maintain- mon Law with the exception of
With the knowledge of the likesed under the various penal codes Louisiana which adopted the
and dislikes of its audience Playshopwhich have prevailed throughout Napoleonic Code
can examine the feasibility of suchmans history as social animal
AlslI1t Iiglit if
suggestions and choose play not
It is with this aspect of Mans Private Owiierhip
only within its capabilities but also
complying as much as possible with
callous an unsane conuutt at we
The Common Law sets forth the
the interests of its audience PleaseWi ihrtr known ts0 NEW CONVOS FOCUS ON RESPONSIBILITY
Schneider PlayshopPresidentbcodification of laws which occurred secure such property for its owners
IVIDUAL September 27under Hammurabi the Babylonian even to the abrogation of all Human
King in about the Twentieth Century Rights By property we mean all ma-
B.C and the Mosiacial Law thund- terial possessions including money
he Convocation program for the suggestions and criticisms Many of college chapel last spring one groupered from the mountaintop by Moses securities and contractural agrcc-
coming year will have two sLparate the opinions of the committee were seized the naicrophone and shoutedin about the Thirteenth Century B.C ments By Human Rights we mean
thetes one for each semester lur- confirmed many studLnt opinions sur- that the Rev Mr King was notand come on down to The Common Life Liberty and the Dignity of
ing the first semester which will prised the readers either because religious man and that no religiousLaw sometimes referred as the Person
focus on the election and the issues they differed from expected student 5rvice should be held for him Suchunwritten law because it was not Igl at stake in this prsidntial year the reaction or because they differed from bigotry is as unworthy of intelligentstatute law but rather derived from
theme will be The Intellectigal nd faculty opinion often being more people as any religious bigotry hascourt decisions or precedents which Under The Common Law debtor
Pullic AfJai Recponsihilliy and critical sometimes kss critical than ever been or is today Refusal tohad accumulated over the centuries could be imprisoned for life at hard
Dissent In addition to prominent faculty response The most important recognize legitimate humane actionlabor or until his debts were paid
political figures appearing before the thing which will affect the course of vhen it is done by religious peopleCutting off the hands of thief was
election there will be background conocations is the cumulative effect is refusal to hear it like it is whenHP Caters To prescribed by this code The ears of
study before the election and high- of the massive expressions of the people tell it like it is Suth refusalthe counterfeiter could be cut off
level evaluation following it Religi- trend of student opinion Fhere are by some or many people cannot beulfural Cream upon conviction We see from these
ous Forum will be led by the Rev significant exceptions to each general- allowed to exclude that kind ofBY TACUIE KENUK examples that property rights super- Richard Luecke of the Urban Train- ization but the average Beaver stu- ligious statemcnt from the convocaceded the most basic of human rights
ing Center in Chicago where Reli- dent expressed herself for the con- tion programLike it or not if you go to the The adoption of the old-world gion and Politics RespousThility and crte against the abstract forthe im-
tulent Iartieipqtion
Society Hill Playhouse you will never
laws was probably the single greatest D1s3c at is an urgent concern in mediately contemporary against therelax and luxuriate through per-
mistake of the infant Republic For urban Amrica Iuring the second historical for entertainment and
Finally how shall student particiformance of any of the presently pop-
although most of our states have semester the theme will be 14hat against both scholarship and ideas
pation be increased The Convocationular bedroom-comedy musical-merry-
superceded The Common Law with tb Indu idual Accomplish To- for audio-visual images and media as
committee can only open doors andgo-rounds such as The Odd Couple Statute aw the guiding principle day lhe keynote was given in against lectures and purely verbal create opportunities Students mustBarefoot in the Park The Sound of
of the supremacy of property rights statement of Robert Kennedy imagery for the secular against the seize opportunities or at least acceptMusic with which theatre audiences
over human rights remains yet today echoed in the eulogy given by his religious for the novel the creative them The committee would like toare currently as well as always being
It must be remembered that the court brother Edward Kennedy in the original as against the analytical have from each of the classes stubombarded If you simply want to
decisions which formed the basis of June Some believe there is nothing and critical for literature and the dent with Constructive ideas particibe entertained go see Doris Day at Fh Common Law were handed one man or one woman can do arts about all music with far less
pate in the deliberations of the corn-the local two-for-one drive-in for the down by magistrates who belonged against the enormous array of the emphasis on science and the wis-
mittee and report to her class WePlayhouse refuses to pander to such
to the landed gentry the property worlds ills Yet many of the worlds dorn disciplines
would like to develop an active groupmental and emotional vegetation
owners of England who were most great movements of thought and ac- Posihl Speakers of students who will prepare them-Rather the Playhouse intends in the
anxious to protect their own vested tion have flowed from the work of
11 li much
selves for discussion of specific pro-coming season to remain the stauch
ests single man Our second semester Future articles wi ave
grams before and during the visitsupporters in actual production fact
in er
convocation program will include more concrete information but few of the Convocation leader In conof the theories originally expressed For the infant Republic to adopt
series of outstanding women each of samples will suggest the tone
and
nection with this we would like toby founder Jay Kogan that All the these old-world out-moded and un- whom embodies Senator Kennedys trend of responses to student esires
arrange microphone placement at atgreat theatres are concerned with sane laws was great tragedy To ideal for Convocations People like the two
least two parts of the auditorium sostatement about the world Its carry their basic principle forward to Bills Buckley and Coffin are at the
that kctures can indeed be limited tothe what thats important not mere- this very day is evcn greater More Art top of the convocation committee
minutes and questions from thely the how Were different from tragedy That this principle has been Throughout the year there will be list as well as the students Both Bills
floor can be heard by all Above allth other theatres in this town be- carried forward can be seen from an increasd emphasis on music and have been urgently invited with all
student Convocations are encouragedcause the plays we do are meaning- fine arts in the convocations and accommodations offered all condi-
and sought by the committee It isful and the meanings get through to
Continued on co
continued strtss on literature drama tions met in eachof the last several
not enough for you or for us to saythe audience They go away from the and potry Increased student partici- years Bill Coffin had to
student Convos What wetheatre knowing it rejecting some of
patioii in every phase of the program turn us down for this coming year
need are individuals and groups whothe views perhaps but the ideas and will be sought by the Convocation once more We are awaiting word in
htve the material to make Con-emotion come through
committee of the faculty December about the real possibility
vocation and are willing to spend theThe staff of fhe Beaver News of Buckley coming at the end of the
effort to put it in shape which will
Thus the Playhouse professedly
wishes fo thank all of those uut second semester Other name
justfy its being presented to an audi-
and admirably caters onlyto the most
people who made fhs issue These comments on the back of speakers have been invited for ap-
ince of 800 enthusiastic peers
discriminating theatre-going palate
ossible convocation cards who reads em propriate times men such as SenaYet in line with their audience stim-
Does anybody This was senti- tori Edward Brooke Edmund Muskieulation and participation theories
ment sometimes spoken occasionally and Edward Kenncdy Every effort isdemocratic innovation was im-
written last year by the people who being made to secure Prof Charles THEATRE OPENSplemented which created an entirely
carefully or carelessly noted their Hamilton co-author with Stokely
audience-pkked season schedule
evaluations and suggestions to the Carmichael of Black Pozier and an
FIFTH SEASONthereby ensuring the serious theatre- New Doctor
conoCation committee Every single NBC election analyst for 1968 seengoer the greatest possible voice and
comment has been noted tabulated on the NBC White Paper Ordcal ofchoice in selection The method Be Indoctrinated
and will continue to be considered the City on Friday September 13 The Theater of the Livingadopted was simple to the point of Dr Samuel Fans II of 239 whether it was careful listing of
ldIItjftIlIl HcponiIiility Arts opens it 1968-69 season on
brilliance at the end of last season
Rd Glenside has been named six or eight suggestions or Barf
October with the first of fivein April and May audiences were aston
Beaver College Greatest Cono Ever Hi Charlie brief statement should begien
productions all Philadelphia premigiven comprehensive list of pos- college ysiuan
good to see you back or Im in about sweeping changes that will not
eres imported from New York andsible choices When the ballots were graduate of the University of Lovt Youre grinding convos into be made The primary function of
Los Angeles The Theaters owncollected and the returns tallied this Pennsylvania and Jefferson Medical the ground This convo said convocations remains eduational
resident troupe touring high schools
seasons schedule was comprised of
College Dr Fans is member of the nothing or complaints about the Conocation committee is responsible
and colleges in the fall returns tothe five favories which will be pre- general practice staff of Abngton M- heat the open doors the acoustics to the faculty for one hour of class
begin its season here on December 31sented as follows morial Hospital serving as visiting or 49 days to graduation or the time each week hntrtainrnent must The National Theater of the DeafWaiting for Godot physician He is chairman of the drawing of dog in answer to the remain by product Twin criteria
opening national tour performs atSept 25 Dct 19 Industrial Medicine Section of the about the program for the remain each program must hae
the Theater October 1-6 PhiladelMurder in the Cathedral Montgomery County Medical Society day and Hurray love Beaver something meaningful to communi-
phia will thus see for the first timeOct 30 Dec 14
past president of the Northeast Sub- Some of the comments wLnt along cate and must do so effectively
this brilliant and unique ensembleThe Fantasticks urban Medical Society and mem- lines already being planned some Neither twin must thrive at the cx-
that performs range of drama fromDec 27 28 31 ber of the American Medical Asso-
agree completely with the ishes of pense of the other Graduate school Chekhov to the Japanese classicalJan Jan 25 ciation the committee but have been im- lectures to specialists and Jerry
style in communication .ith the deafThe Plebeians Rehearse
possible to achieve to date some are Blavat are equally inappropriate as though audible and stirring to allthe Uprising Ir Fans has also served as presi-
unrealistic but many many sugges- stcad fare Second there will con-
appears under auspices of the Eu-Feb 19 Mar 22 dent of the Rotary Club of Glenside
were valuable and will be af- tinue to be some religious programs
gene ONeill Memorial Theatre FounThe Caucasian Chalk Circle as past fleet captain of the Rotary
fecting the program from now on although increasingly they will be
dationApril May Yacht iuadrnn of Pennsylvania and
here were surprisingly few oh- expressed through the arts and in
Tb Conceptthe most moving
11 WA past commodore of the Great Oak scnities or even irrational gripes terms of contemporary and con-
theatrical experience in New York
For reservations write or ca Yacht Club of Chestertown Md
reflecting the inevitable frustrations troersial issues Organized religion
said Walter Kerrarrives for
3-0210 and lets elp support
much that dean with enough initiative to ignore He is Mason and member of of college community and the has uone an is oin T.L.A tngagement October 8.20 It
bi taste distaste in the con- the United States Power Squadron pressure pcriods of an academic serves to be critized and to igno
staged and sponsored by drug ad-




at that pretty girl with
on her face than Look
that you look great go




se to any of them
pled in the rush
be unavoidable
mixer gen
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Shepard Little Murders by
ous cartoonist Feiffer
ares award-winning Muz
last-named will be paired
Collector in double bill
The Theaters fifth season
schedules sereis of six cont
It ary music concerts by the P1
phia Composers Forum and mod
show dance performances by the
Sokolow Company and Tw
Tharps avant-garde troupe
Its all very well to worry for
weeks about which expensive real
restaurant youll drag your doting
























to is Hojos across the stre
has location in its favor
ed but thats about all
prices are too high for
you get but if you want tc




hamburger stand is the
Kitchen in the
Mall better known as
Mall to the initiated
just want plain
with no frills the
front will do nicely
youre looking for an
sive but appetizing
thing from omelettes




One of our favorites is
out but for this one you
car or bold
located about 15 mm
going past Lord and Ta
and Jenkintown propt
611 The steak meals ax
Mamas but theyre re




myriad of 15c ha
palaces If youre
particular about horsem
and are truly operating or
petite budget these places
all okay Best is Hot Sho4
Jr and 2nd in this carefu
graded hierarchy is Mcdona
The local pub is also locatr
Korvettes Mall in the ba
of all places and
surprisingly Chur
English Pub It isnt ri
pub that is but it has
vantages such as blind
different aitres













SURVIVAL HINT FOR FRESHMEN AND





._ easily and often for
area know best is Earls
out of the Under-
Ofl Earls Court Road
left and walk up the
leading toward Cromwell
street eventually leads
ray Road but before you
you run into three good
urants The Stockpot offers
-type dishes served with peas and
french fries to the uninitiated
deliciously in the Spanish
for around shillings or
he place is pretty ineffectual
though it is and youre us-
rced to sit with strangers so
to meet people if




warm up considerably when
to
he food at the Mayflower Cafe
ss the street is meatier but also
The owner is anxious to please
probably drool all over you
an stand it and/or like it the
because he browbeats
illv ate plain veal
Cuisine and just gave
surelire addiction walk into
suggests Lyon
AsiaIndia Pakistan on the is unbear
Ck and order beef biriani ing and bad





the theater district one
best Italian restaurants is Topo
Aside from the connotations
Sullivans repulsive mouse the
is attractive and reasonable To
walk out the Shaftesbury
at Piccadilly Circus Tube
Walk half block to the
up to the corner turn left and
it is One can fill up happily
bifsteak pizzaiola and huge
salad with as many great hard
as you can stuff down for
13 shillings $1.65
Near Piccadilly
.- great deal is the Carvery
at the Hotel Regency Palace















Carmichael of the best-s
Power to agree to speak ii
WANT TO MAKE MONEY
student representatives for our company to contact ii
partnership now being formed We have 25 years of su
performance in making quick profits from selected tracts of
to out-fbi and
cones which have failed to
the purposes for which
were tested





life the staff of





proach only grim memo
of those who had died
times the exact
border cannot
people for it had been so
designed that only the pr
old barbed wire and es
sometimes makes it
Yet it would be sheer











orial designed as stump of tree
olizing life so abruptly cut and
in and the famous Israel Mu- econor






WELCOMIS SlACK BEAVER FAMiLY
it is our p1asure to serve the










area If you find
Restaurant order
ke-bab with side
and Greek bread close
when you eat itll taste
dont see it and have
dessert if you have the
the bottomless pit as
call me couldnt make
times The whole meal runs
16 shillings $1.92 but its
Wimpys And Others
As for as general informationtry
to avoid neon places like Wimpys or
Golden Egg or Old Kentucky Their








Froinmer $5 r- suggestions
of the
black freshmen


















Israel land which is the cross-
roads three
physical boundaries once
which no one would haveably
giv
espec
so international and the prices
so low
Most important stay away from
any restaurant which says Diners
Club or American Express cards ac
cepted here All youll be able to
afford is hor doeuvres and anyway
the food in places often con-




























ing the Christmas ho1ida
ts wilL have the opporu
ig Europe on their
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ilowing is list of Beaver

























dying with them are students
such schools as the University


















In Europe under pr
ous schools These
Marcia Feingoldpain New
York University full year
Diane Gilarsky Spain New
York University full year
Janet Golann Spain
York University full year
Susan Leff Spain Univer
sit of Valencia fall Germany
Heidelberg University spring
Layne FroelichRome Tyler
School of Art fall
Ann LuriaRome Tyler School
of Art fall
Bette Yozell Roce Tyler








Florence is city of golden and
gray stone completely Rennais
sance style sculptured city every
street strong and beautiful and with-
in ten square blocks the greatest sin-
gle collection of Italian Rennais
sance art It wasnt the museums
that were the most import
seeing this art eve
was meant
The Progr4m
was studying with group on
program sponsored by Sarah Lawr
ence College and had classes in art
history and Italian During our six
week stay in Florence we took side
trips with the class and on our own
to study the arts of Sienna Pisa Luc
on Sept 30 af 430 the frsf
Sfudenf Government Organi
zafon meeting of the year
wiU be held
BY JUDY QUIGG
The inauspicious topic What
Did This Summer loses little of
its onus if one can say she spent the
summer arguing with Clay Felker
editor of New York magazine get-
ting three-months preview on the
upcoming fall bestsellers and put
ting out mock magazine under the





it is You are not going to emerge
from the course full-fledged hu
manities editor capable of taking over
the job of art director at Esquire
but you are going to understand
much more about every facet of pub-
lishing than you ever dreamed cx-
isted You will also learn how to use
pica ruler an invaluable skill
The course is divided into two
parts first three weeks are devoted
to books the last three to magazines
Usually there are two speakers each
day to talk on some aspect of the
publishing business Each half of the
course culminates in workshop dur
ing which students design book or
magazine This year the book work-
shop was directed by Philip Brush-
kin of Harry Abrams Inc an amaz






con Many job offers con
the PPC office from
All but four mem..-
class were June college grai
others had finished earlier
already working in pubF
course is open only to col
uates and this years group
from all over the country ii
Hawaii and from Scotland En
and Canada as well Majors rai
from fine arts to linglish to pre
eign service to European
Nearly everyone had some
practical experience in writing edit-
ing design and layout or photog
raphy Ten of our group were male
which provided added interest
Thich Tlwory
The cost including room and
board in amazingly pleasant Ra
dormitories to our surprise
physical and psychological surre




is $500 which is not
have to spend money
money
The PPC and What Learned
There would have to --
enlightment in ii world
65 good ids an
._____I C.-
tan nor non Christian
dealt with the interp
ttionships of man and
.. in
Id only exist bet
anon









drew Wyeths work Anne
son PPC graduate and ci
book editor at Simon
and Stuart Harris publicity
of Harper and Row
One of the best benefit








SUMMER JOB INVOLVES PLUNGE
INTO POLITICAL FPSHBOWL
playedBY EVA MC MANUS there were radio inn
p-the-Dump The Rock Eu- woman
Tricky Dickys your choice graphers and
any evening after hard thing interestin
on the Hill Working this and interviews
Beaver Washing they appear
gram in Senator rather exhausted
Md oflice dragging our
fascinating experience the bathroom






College this was and
experience that Ill never
still have two more
iate years of study prob
recogniae all the
ived however the
me to the rewa
eaching profession in science and
personal goals that dedicated
itor can achieve
iew Methods
The chemistry institute directed by
Arthur Breyer chmn of Beavers
.emistry department was designed
introduce new methods of teach-
ig chemistry in the high school The
week program was divided into
four week sessions The lirst
weeks were spent studying the
Bond Approach in chemis
and the latter four weeks were
toted to Chem Study Throughout
ie summer had the opportunity of
guest lecturers speak on spe
areas of chemistry Dr Larry
ilson associate professor of diem-
istry at Ohio-Wesleyan University
about coordination chemistry
_J Eddy physics professor
Beaver lectured on themo
riamics and infrared and Mrs
Bair chemistry professor
-- gave an introduction
nuclear magnetic resonance These
lectures as well as several others
were presented gave we an
acquaintance with chemistry
urses that will be required to















fort Since Ill be unable to use
models for at least two years
loaned the models to my former high
school chemistry teacher
Persenal Invo1venint
One further value of the institute
and the most meaningful for myself
was knowing the other participants
and the staff members Forty-five
teachers from all over the United
States and countries around the world
took advantage of the chemistry in-
stitute so they could be better science
teachers realized by talking and
living with the participants the mdi-
viduality of each one learned that
the individuality of each partici
pant made it possible for him to
make education very personal pro-
fession one which requires constant
alertness and learning by the teacher
himself Perhaps this is why have
given more consideration to educa
tion knowing that it is very mdi-
vidual endeavor
ReaRzng how useful dentif
cafkn cards can be we aD






























































Religious Forum for 1968 centers
on the visit of the Reverend
Mr Richard Luecke Director of
Studies of the Urban Training Center
in Chicago He will address the con-
vocations at 130 and at 730 on
Tuesday October 1st Thus
Forum will explore the
general convocation theme for the
semester of the 1968 election The
Intellectual and Public Affairs Re-
sponcibility and Dissent
Mr Luecke did his graduate study
in philosophy at the University of
Chicago which is one of the univer
sities at which he subsequently
taught He also taught at Princeton
Seminary while the Lutheran chaplain
for Princeton University He con-
tinues to teach most recently at the
Ecumenical Center in Dubuque Iowa
and for part of this summer in Mex
ico During the second semester of






happening in the he
cities today Forty













rm if the temperature
vironment reaches 36
sound is rousing blast that









all corridors of the dormi
cause of fire conditions in thc
and Villa more detectors
placed in these buildings Lu
new dormitories
After the Cornell Univer




voiced also by several of the
The installation of
tection system is result of
cern The same system has
been installed at Haverfc
On September 30 at an SC
ing Mr Muller will give
stration on the new
how it works and
sounds like when set
Adams Fire Marshall of
cry County will demonstn





The ceremony for the Royal
Order of fhe Beaver will fake
place on Sepf 26
Paleographically oriented me-
frkulafor soughf fo replace
brilliant typsf Inqufre leash-






The Beaver College Science de
ment has new toctor
Myrna Bair recently coinplet
her requirements for PhD in
_c Chemistry at the Univer
iconsin The title of her
Study of Metal Complex
mino Acids and Peptides
also holds BS degree from
of Cincinnati and MS
from the University of Wis
CLIFFS
OVER 17 TITLES $1
